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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING
CONSUMER FACING POINT-OF -SALE

INTERFACES
FIELD

Embodiments of the invention relate , generally , to tech

niques for providing point-of-sale functionality for consum
ers .

may indicate at least one of an item , a promotion , a menu
item , an item price , a modification , and a total transaction

price associated with a point-of-sale order.

In some embodiments, the consumer facing device may
ate promotion redemption data indicating one or more
promotions . The consumer facing interface may be config
ured to receive the promotion redemption data . The pro

5 include a promotion instrument reader configured to gener

cessing circuitry of the consumer facing device is configured

10 to send the promotion redemption data to the merchant

BACKGROUND

device . The processing circuitry of the merchant device
configured to facilitate the financial transaction based on the

Merchants provide products, services, or experiences to

at least one consumer input further includes the processing

functionality provided by the point -of-sale system , the qual
consumer's overall experience at the merchant shop . In this

indication of the total transaction cost to the consumer
facing interface of the consumer facing device .
In some embodiments, the processing circuitry of the

consumers at merchant shops using point- of- sale systems circuitry being configured to : receive the promotion redemp
that facilitate financial transactions. The design of a point- 15 tion data ; determine a total transaction cost based at least in
of -sale system at a merchant shop can affect the type of part on the promotion redemption data ; and provide an
ity and speed of consumer service , and other aspects of a

regard , areas for improving current systems have been 20 merchant device configured to facilitate the financial trans
action based on the at least one consumer input further may
identified.

further include the processing circuitry being configured to :

BRIEF SUMMARY
receive tip data provided via the consumer facing interface ;
determine a total transaction cost based at least in part on the
Through applied effort, ingenuity , and innovation , solu - 25 tip data; and facilitate the financial transaction based on the

tions to improve such systems have been realized and are
described herein . Some embodiments may provide for a
point- of -sale system configured to provide a linked mer -

total transaction cost.
In some embodiments, the consumer facing device may
include a card reader configured to generate payment data of

chant facing interface and consumer facing interface . The
the consumer. The consumer facing interface may be con
system may include a consumer facing device and a mer- 30 figured to receive the payment data . The processing circuitry

chant facing device . The consumer facing device may

of the consumer facing device may be configured to send the

include a consumer facing display device and the merchant
facing device may include a merchant facing display device .

payment data to the merchant device . The processing cir
cuitry of the merchant device configured to facilitate the

The consumer facing device may further include processing

financial transaction based on the at least one consumer

to the consumer facing display device ; receive consumer
inputs provided via the consumer facing interface ; and send

ured to : receive the payment data ; facilitate the financial
transaction based at least in part on the payment data ; and

circuitry configured to : provide a consumer facing interface 35 input further includes the processing circuitry being config
the consumer inputs to a merchant device . The merchant

provide a status confirmation for the financial transaction to

facing device may further include processing circuitry con -

the merchant facing interface and the consumer facing

facing interface ; and facilitate a financial transaction based

receipt selection data from the consumer facing device and

figured to : provide a merchant facing interface to the mer - 40 interface after facilitating the financial transaction .
chant facing display device ; receive the consumer inputs
In some embodiments, the processing circuitry of the
from the consumer facing device provided via the consumer merchant device may be further configured to : receive

on at least one consumer input received from the consumer provided via the consumer facing interface ; and facilitate at
45 least one of a printing and emailing of a receipt for the
facing device .
In some embodiments , the processing circuitry of the

financial transaction based on the receipt selection data .

merchant device may be further configured to generate the
merchant facing interface and the consumer facing interface .

Some embodiments may provide for a machine - imple
mented method for facilitating a point-of- sale transaction .

In some embodiments , the processing circuitry of the mer -

For example , the method may be performed by a merchant

chant device may be configured to generate the merchant 50 device and /or a central system or server. The method may

facing interface and the processing circuitry of the consumer

include : generating , by one or more processing circuitry , a

facing device may be configured to generate the consumer

merchant facing interface and a consumer facing interface ;

facing circuitry . In some embodiments, a central system or

providing the merchant facing interface to a merchant dis

server may be configured to generate the merchant facing play device ; providing the consumer facing interface to a
55 consumer facing display device ; receiving consumer inputs
interface and/ or the consumer facing interface .
In some embodiments , processing circuitry of the mer - provided via the consumer facing interface ; and facilitating
chant device may be further configured to provide the

a financial transaction based on at least one consumer input

consumer facing interface and receive the consumer inputs

received via the consumer facing interface.

from the consumer facing device via a wireless personal area

network (PAN ) connection .

In some embodiments , the processing circuitry of the

In some embodiments, the method may further include
60 generating the merchant facing interface and the consumer

facing interface by processing circuitry of a merchant

merchant device may be further configured to : receive

device. In some embodiments, providing the consumer

determine point-of- sale data based on at least one merchant

providing the consumer facing interface and receiving the

merchant inputs provided via the merchant facing interface ;

facing interface and receiving the consumer inputs includes

input; and provide an indication of the point-of- sale data to 65 consumer inputs via a wireless personal area network (PAN )
the consumer facing interface of the consumer facing dis connection between the processing circuitry of themerchant

play device. In some embodiments , the point-of-sale data

device and the processing circuitry of a consumer facing
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device , where the consumer facing device includes the
consumer facing display device .

FIG . 5 shows an example of a method for facilitating a
financial transaction , in accordance with some embodi

In some embodiments, the method may further include : ments; and
receivingmerchant inputs provided via the merchant facing
FIGS. 6 -14 show example linked merchant facing and
interface ; determining point-of-sale data based on at least 5 consumer facing interfaces, in accordance with some
one merchant input; and providing an indication of the

embodiments .

point-of-sale data to the consumer facing interface . In some

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

embodiments , the point-of-sale data may indicate at least

one of an item , a promotion , an item price , a modification , 10 Embodiments will be described more fully hereinafter
and a total transaction price associated with a point-of-sale with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which
order
In some embodiments , the method may further include :

some, but not all embodiments contemplated herein are

shown. Indeed , various embodiments may be implemented
in many different forms and should not be construed as
promotions and generated based on at least one consumer 15 limited to the embodiments set forth herein : rather. these

receiving promotion redemption data indicating one or more
input provided via the consumer facing interface ; determin

ing a total transaction cost based at least in part on the

promotion
redemption data
and providing
an indication
indication of
otion redemption
data ,, and
providing an
o

the total transaction cost to the consumer facing interface .

embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will satisfy

applicable legal requirements. Like numbers refer to like
elements throughout.

As used herein , the terms “ data ," " content,” “ informa

In some embodiments, the method may further include: 20 tion ” and similar termsmay be used interchangeably to refer
receiving tip data indicating a tip amount and generated to data capable of being captured , transmitted , received ,
based on at least one consumer input provided via the

displayed and /or stored in accordance with various example

consumer facing interface ; determining a total transaction

embodiments . Thus, use of any such terms should not be

cost based at least in part on the tip data ; and facilitating the taken to limit the spirit and scope of the disclosure . Further,
financial transaction based on the total transaction cost. 25 where a device is described herein to receive data from
In some embodiments , the method may further include: another device , it will be appreciated that the data may be

directly from the another device ormay be received
receiving the payment data of the consumer based on at least received
indirectly via one or more intermediary devices , such as, for
one consumer input provided via the consumer facing inter example
, one or more servers , relays , routers , network
face; facilitating the financial transaction based at leastmain 30 access points
, base stations, and/or the like, sometimes
part on the payment data ; and providing a status confirma- 30 referred to herein
as a “ network .” Similarly, where a device
tion for the financial transaction to the merchant facing
is
described
herein
send data to another device, it will be
interface and the consumer facing interface after facilitating appreciated that thetodata
may be sent directly to the another
the financial transaction .
device or may be sent indirectly via one or more interme
In some embodiments , the method may further include
Tud :: 35 diary devices, such as, for example , one or more servers ,
receiving receipt selection data from the consumer facing
relays , routers , network access points, base stations, and/or

device and provided via the consumer facing interface ; and

the like.

facilitating at least one of a printing and emailing of a receipt
for the financial transaction based on the receipt selection

As used herein , the term “ method ” refers to one ormore
steps that may be performed by a device , apparatus, system ,

configured to implement themethods and/or other function -

it will be appreciated that the steps may be performed in

data .
40 circuitry , one or more processors, or the like . Where an
Some embodiments may include circuitry and/ or media
example method is shown as including more than one step ,
ality discussed herein . For example , one or more processors,
and/ or other machine components may be configured to

different orders than as shown in the example and that not all
steps are necessarily required . Furthermore , the methods are

implement the functionality discussed herein based on 45 described herein as being performed by example structures

instructions and/ or other data stored in memory and /or other
non - transitory computer readable media .
These characteristics as well as additional features, func

tions, and details of various embodiments are described

for clarity and are not limited to those structures (e . g ., a
particular server, device , apparatus, etc .) in some embodi
ments .

Methods, systems, apparatusand computer program prod

below . Similarly , corresponding and additional embodi- 50 ucts described herein are operable for providing a linked
ments are also described below .

merchant facing interface and consumer facing interface . A
“ merchant facing interface ," as used herein , may refer to

hardware , software , and /or combinations thereof configured
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
to (e. g ., via interactive merchant displays ) facilitate mer
Having thus described some embodiments in general 55 chant point-of-sale inputs . A " consumer facing interface,” as
terms, reference will now be made to the accompanying

used herein , may refer to second hardware , software , and / or

drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, and
wherein :
FIG . 1 shows an example system , in accordance with
60
some embodiments ;

consumer displays ) facilitate consumer point-of- sale inputs .

FIG . 2 shows an example point-of- sale system , in accor -

combinations thereof configured to ( e .g ., via interactive
In that sense , the linked merchant and consumer interface
may be configured to facilitate point-of- sale activity
between consumers and merchants . For example , items for
purchase entered by the merchant via the merchant facing

dance with some embodiments ;
FIG . 3 shows example circuitry , in accordance with some interface can be displayed on the consumer facing interface .
Here , consumers can view items, prices , and total transac
embodiments ;
FIG . 4 shows an example of a method for providing a 65 tion prices as the items are added in real time to a point
linked consumer facing interface and merchant facing inter face , in accordance with some embodiments ;

of- sale order. In another example , payment data , promotion

redemption data , tip amounts , payment signatures, impres
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sions associated with other available promotions, etc ., may
be provided by consumers via the consumer facing interface .
Some embodiments may provide for a point- of -sale sys

tem including a merchant device and a consumer facing

device . For example , the consumer facing device may be a 5

sumer device ( e.g., a mobile device that is carried into a
merchant shop by a consumer).
Exemplary System Architecture

second device of the merchant that is configured to be

FIG . 1 shows an example system 100 in accordance with

provided for consumer use in the course of a point-of-sale

some embodiments . System 100 may include promotion and

transaction . In other examples , the consumer facing device

marketing system 102 (or " system 102” ), network 104 ,

may be a consumer device ( e . g ., a mobile phone of the
consumer device 106 , and point-of- sale system 108 . Point
consumer that is brought to the merchant location by the 10 of- sale system 108 may include merchant device 114 and

consumer ).

consumer facing device 116 . In some embodiments , a point

display device ,” which as used herein , may refer to a display
device configured to provide the various merchant facing

scaled in accordance with merchant need. For example , a
point-of-sale system 108 may include multiple merchant

The merchant device may include a " merchant facing

of-sale system 108 may be deployed at a merchantshop and

displays of the merchant facing interface . In some embodi- 15 devices 114 and / or consumer facing devices 116 .
ments , the merchant device may further include a touch -

Although a single point -of- sale system 108 is shown ,

screen and/ or other merchant input device (e .g ., touchpad ,

system 100 may include any number of point-of-sale sys

screen .

agent, dealer , organization or the like that is in the business

include a various point- of - sale input devices configured to
facilitate point -of- sale functionality . For example , the con -

sumer facing device 116 may be configured to provide
point-of- sale (POS ) functionality for the merchant, such as

keyboard , keypad ,mouse , barcode scanner, RFID tag reader,

tems that may be associated with various other merchants . A
etc . ). For example , the merchant facing interface may
"merchant," as used herein , may include , but is not limited
include a point- of -sale interface in which menu items can be 20 to , a provider of promotions, business owner, consigner,
selected and added to point- of- sale orders via the touch shopkeeper, tradesperson , vender, operator , entrepreneur,

The consumer facing device may include a " consumer
of a providing a good , service or experience to a consumer,
facing display device ,” which as used herein , may refer to a
facilitating the provision of a good , service or experience to
display device configured to provide the various consumer 25 a consumer and / or otherwise operating in the stream of
facing displays of the consumer facing interface . In some commerce .
embodiments, the consumer facing device may further
In some embodiments , merchant device 114 and con
sumer facing device may include a touchscreen and/ or other 30 at the merchant' s shop . The term “ POS functionality ” refers
consumer input device ( e . g ., keypad , touchpad , etc . ) con -

to activities associated with merchant or consumer transac

figured to generate tip data indicating a tip amount to be paid
by the consumer, a pin number, a cashback amount, a

tions including, without limitation , retail sales transactions,
secure payments via consumer device , inventory manage

consumer payment signature , etc . The consumer facing
ment transactions, customer / consumer relationship manage
device may additionally or alternatively include a promotion 35 ment, promotion redemption transactions, promotion pro

instrument reader (e . g ., a camera , barcode scanner, etc .)

configured to generate promotion redemption data indicating a promotion being redeemed by the consumer and /or

vider transactions , rewards transactions, custom order

transactions, returns and refunds, gratuities , employee man
a gement transactions ( e . g ., timecard transactions ), and the

associated attributes of the promotion (e .g ., from a promo-

like .

device to the point-of-sale order. In some embodiments , the

mobile device ( e . g ., a tablet, smartphone , laptop , or other

consumer facing device may include card reader ( e.g ., credit

similar device that is intended for or capable of moving

sumer facing device may communicate with each other via

ing system 102 may be configured to provide a promotion

tional instrument such as a digital and/ or print voucher / 40 Merchant device 114 and /or consumer facing device 116
coupon ). Here , for example , the promotion redemption data may each be a stationary (e . g ., fixed PC or terminal that is
may indicate a discount that can be applied by the merchant not intended to move through a merchant location ) and/ or
card , debit card , etc . ) configured to generate payment data of 45 about a merchant location ).
the consumer. Here , the payment data may be used by the
Promotion and marketing system 102 may be communi
merchant device to facilitate a financial transaction .
cably connected with point-of-sale system 108 and/or con
In some embodiments , the merchant device and the con
s umer device 106 via network 104 . Promotion and market

a wireless personal area network (PAN ) and /or using a 50 and marketing service that is accessible via one or more

Bluetooth protocol. Here , data generated by the merchant

consumer devices 106 and is operable to provide example

via the merchant interface (e . g ., menu itemsbeing added to
a point-of- sale order ) may be sent via the wireless PAN to

promotion and /or marketing services on behalf of one or
more merchants that are offering one or more instruments

the consumer facing interface . In another example , data

that are redeemable for goods , services , experiences and/ or

generated by the consumer via the consumer facing interface 55 the like . The promotion and marketing service is further

( e. g ., the tip data , payment data , promotion redemption data ,
etc .) may be sent to the merchant device ( e . g., to facilitate a
financial transaction ).
In some embodiments , the consumer facing interface may

configured to illustrate or otherwise inform one or more
consumers of the availability of one or more instruments in
the form of one or more impressions . In some examples , the
promotion and marketing service may also take the form of

be a thin - client application running on the merchant device . 60 a redemption authority , a payment processor, a rewards
For example , the merchant device may be configured to
provider, an entity in a financial network , a promoter, an
generate both the merchant facing interface and the con - agent and/ or the like. As such , promotion and marketing
sumer facing interface . The merchant device may be further
system 102 may be, in some example embodiments , con
configured to provide the consumer facing interface to the
figured to present one ormore promotions via one or more
consumer facing device and receive consumer inputs from 65 impressions, accept payments for promotions from consum

the consumer facing device , via the wireless PAN . In some

embodiments , the consumer facing device may be a con

ers , issue instruments upon acceptance of an offer, partici

pate in redemption , generate rewards, provide a point ofsale
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device or service , issue payments to providers and/or or

information , payment information , billing address, payment

otherwise participate in the exchange of goods, services or
experiences for currency , value and /or the like.

account information , among other things ) . As such , database
112 may include , for example , one or more database sys

Promotion and marketing system 102 may include server

tems, backend data servers, network databases , cloud stor

110 and database 112 . In some embodiments , the promotion 5 age devices, etc . To avoid unnecessarily overcomplicating
and marketing system 102 may be configured to receive the disclosure , database 112 is shown and described herein

promotion data indicating a promotion for goods and /or

as a single database .

services and /or one or more parameters of the promotion
Network 104 may include one or more wired and /or
( e. g ., target audience , timing, purchase value, promotional wireless communication networks including, for example, a
value , residual value , etc. ) from a merchant device . Promo- 10 wired or wireless local area network (LAN ), personal area
tion and marketing system 102 may then generate and/ or network (PAN ), metropolitan area network (MAN ), wide

provide one or more impressions for the promotion to

area network (WAN ), or the like , as well as any hardware ,

consumer device 106 .

software and / or firmware for implementing the one or more

A “ promotion ,” as used herein , may include , but is not

networks (e. g ., network routers, switches, hubs, etc .). For

limited to , any type of offered , presented or otherwise 15 example , network 104 may include a cellular telephone ,

indicated reward, discount , coupon, credit , deal, incentive , mobile broadband, long term evolution (LTE ) ,GSM /EDGE ,
discount,media or the like that is indicative of a promotional UMTS /HSPA , IEEE 802 . 11 , IEEE 802. 16 , IEEE 802 .20 ,
value or the like that upon purchase or acceptance results in
WiFi, dial- up , and/ or WiMax network . Furthermore , net
the issuance of an instrument that may be used toward at work 104 may include a public network , such as the Internet,
least a portion of the purchase of particular goods, services 20 a private network , such as an intranet, or combinations
and/ or experiences defined by the promotion . An example
thereof , and may utilize a variety of networking protocols
promotion may include a $ 25 for $ 50 toward running shoes. now available or later developed including, but not limited

In some examples , the promotion may define an accepted

value ( e . g ., a cost to purchase the promotion ), a promotional

to TCP/ IP based networking protocols.

Consumer device 106 may be associated with a consumer,

value ( e . g ., the value of the resultant instrument beyond the 25 such as a consumer with a consumer account provided by the

accepted value ), a residual value (e . g ., the value upon return
or upon expiry of one ormore redemption parameters), one

promotion and marketing system 102 . Although a single
consumer device 106 is shown , system 100 may include any

or more redemptions parameters and /or the like. In the
running shoe promotion , for example , the accepted value

number of consumer devices that may be associated with
various other consumers . Consumer device 106 may be a

may be $ 25 and the promotional value may be $ 50 . In this 30 mobile device and/ or a stationary device. For example ,
example , the residual value may be equal to the accepted
consumer device 106 may be a mobile device such as a
value.

cellular telephone ( including smartphones and /or other types

An “ instrument," as used herein , may include, but is not

of mobile telephones ), laptop , tablet, electronic reader ,

limited to , any type of gift card , tender, electronic certificate ,

e -book device , media device , and / or the like . Additionally or

embodies the terms of the promotion from which the instru ment resulted and may be used toward at least a portion of

device such as a desktop computer, work station , point- of
sale device , or the like. In some embodiments , consumer

the purchase , acquisition , procurement , consumption or the

facing device 116 may be a consumer device ( e . g ., consumer

medium of exchange , coupon , voucher, or the like that 35 alternatively , consumer device 106 may be a stationary

like of goods, services and/ or experiences . In some device 106 ) that is carried to the merchant location by a
examples , the instrument may take the form of tender that 40 consumer.
has a given value that is exchangeable for goods, services
FIG . 2 shows an example point -of-sale system 200, in
and / or experiences and /or a reduction in a purchase price of

accordance with some embodiments . Point-of- sale system

a particular good, service or experience. In some examples,

200 may include merchant device 202 and consumer facing

the instrument may have multiple values , such as accepted
device 204 , shown here as two tablets .Merchant device 202
value, a promotional value and / or a residual value . In some 45 may be configured to providemerchant facing interface 206

embodiments, an electronic instrument may be provided to
consumer device 106 upon a consumer purchasing or oth -

erwise accepting a promotion .

Server 110 may include circuitry , networked processors ,

via touchscreen / display 216 . Consumer facing device 204
may be configured to provide the consumer facing interface
208 via touchscreen /display 218 . As discussed above , in
some embodiments , the merchant facing interface and con

or the like configured to perform some or all of the server - 50 sumer facing interface may be linked , such as via wireless

based processes described herein and may be any suitable

PAN 220 and/ or network 104, such that consumer inputs

network server and /or other type of processing device . In
some embodiments , system 102 may function as a “ cloud ”

provided by consumers via the consumer facing interface
( e . g ., using touchscreen 218 , camera 210 , card reader 212 )

with respect to the consumer device 106 and/or merchant

may be sent to the merchant device and merchant inputs

device 114 . In that sense , server 110 may include several 55 provided by merchants via the merchant facing interface
servers performing interconnected and /or distributed func -

( e . g ., using touchscreen 216 ) may be sent to the consumer

tions . To avoid unnecessarily overcomplicating the disclo sure, server 110 is shown and described herein as a single

facing device .
In some embodiments , consumer facing device 204 may
include camera 210 and/ or other promotion instrument

server.

Database 112 may be any suitable network storage device 60 reader (e. g., barcode scanner, radio frequency (RF ) reader,

configured to store some or all of the information described
herein . For example , database 112 may be configured to

near field communication (NFC ) reader, etc . ) configured to
generate promotion redemption data . For example , a con

store item data and / or promotion data (e . g ., attributes of an

sumer may take a digital image of a promotion instrument

item and/ or promotion ), consumer data ( e. g ., attributes of

(e . g ., as displayed on a consumer device and/ or a print

the consumer such as profile information , preferences , pur- 65 coupon ) that may include a barcode and/ or other promotion

chase history , consumer behavior, among other things ),

and / or payment data ( e.g ., credit card information , debit card

identifier. In some embodiments , consumer facing device

204 may additionally or alternatively include card reader
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212 configured to generate payment data . For example , the

transactions based on the merchant and consumer inputs . In

consumer may be allowed to swipe a credit card , debit card ,

that sense, the linked merchant facing interface and con

etc . in embodiments where card reader 212 includes a

sumer facing interface may be " linked ” in various ways ,

barcode reader.

such as via a direct connection between themerchant device
Some embodiments of point- of- sale systems including 5 and the consumer facing device (e . g ., wired and /or wireless )
linked merchant and consumer facing interfaces may be
and /or through server 110 ( e .g ., where the merchant device
different from point- of-sale system 200 . For example, the
and consumer facing device may be thin - clients that com

merchant device may be separate from the merchant facing

municate with each other via server 110 .

display ( e .g ., a monitor ). In some embodiments , the card
FIG . 3 shows a schematic block diagram of example
reader and/ or promotion instrument reader may be separate 10 circuitry 300 , some or all of which may be included in
from the consumer facing device . For example , merchant system 102 , server 110 , database 112 , consumer device 106 ,
device may include the card reader and /or promotion instru - point -of-sale system 108 , merchant device 114 , and/ or con

ment reader. In some embodiments , the consumer facing

sumer facing device 116 . In accordance with some example

device may be stripped down to a consumer facing display

embodiments , circuitry 300 may include various means,

device configured to provide various consumer facing inter - 15 such as one or more processors 302 , memories 304 , com
face displays and/ or a touchscreen . In some embodiments, munications modules 306 , and/ or input/output modules 308 .

the merchant device and /or consumer facing device may be

In some embodiments, such as when circuitry 300 is

stationary devices and /or otherwise positioned in accor -

included in merchant device 114 , point-of- sale module 310

dance with their function within a merchant shop. For

may also or instead be included . As referred to herein ,

example , the merchant device and /or merchant facing dis - 20 “ module ” includes hardware , software and / or firmware con

play may be positioned to face the merchant at a reservation

figured to perform one or more particular functions . In this

desk , checkout line , order kiosk , or POS station , etc. while
the consumer facing device and / or consumer facing display

regard , the means of circuitry 300 as described herein may
be embodied as, for example , circuitry , hardware elements

may be positioned to face the consumer. In one embodiment,

(e. g ., a suitably programmed processor, combinational logic

the merchant device /merchant facing display and the con - 25 circuit, integrated circuit, and/ or the like ), a computer pro
sumer facing device / consumer facing display may be con gram product comprising computer -readable program
figured or positioned in a back - to -back orientation relative to
instructions stored on a non - transitory computer-readable
medium (e. g., memory 304 ) that is executable by a suitably
one another.
In some embodiments, consumer facing devices may be configured processing device ( e. g ., processor 302), or some

positioned separately from the merchant facing device at 30 combination thereof.

locations of interest within a merchant shop . For example , a
dine -in restaurant may place consumer facing devices at
tables . Here , a merchant ( e .g ., a member of the wait staff)

Processor 302 may, for example , be embodied as various
means including one or more microprocessors with accom
panying digital signal processor (s ), one or more processor (s )

may carry a merchant device to the tables to take consumer
orders . Consumers may view menus provided via the con sumer facing interface and track the entries of the menu

35 more coprocessors , one or more multi- core processors , one

items as they are added to the point- of- sale order ( e .g ., by the

puters, various other processing elements including inte

merchant via the merchant device ) . Alternatively and /or

grated circuits such as, for example , an ASIC ( application

additionally, consumers may be allowed to use the consumer

specific integrated circuit) or FPGA ( field programmable

without an accompanying digital signal processor, one or
or more controllers , processing circuitry, one or more com

facing interface to select menu items as a self -serve and /or 40 gate array ), or some combination thereof. Accordingly ,

add -to -order function . Here, menu items provided via the

consumer facing interface and /or consumer facing device

although illustrated in FIG . 3 as a single processor, in some

embodiments , processor 302 may comprise a plurality of

may be sent to the merchant device and treated accordingly

processing means. The plurality of processingmeans may be

( e. g., sent to a kitchen printer and/ or display, added to the

embodied on a single computing device or may be distrib

some embodiments, upon completion of the meal, consum
ers may be allowed to provide payments via the consumer

configured to function as circuitry 300 . The plurality of
processing means may be in operative communication with
each other and may be collectively configured to perform
each
one or more functionalities of circuitry 300 as described

point-of-sale order, etc .) by the point -of- sale system . In 45 uted across a plurality of computing devices collectively

facing devices at the tables. Additional details regarding

point- of -sale functionality leveraging linked merchant fac -

ing and consumer facing interfaces, applicable in some 50 herein . In an example embodiment, processor 302 may be

embodiments , are discussed in connection with methods 400

and 500 shown respectively in FIGS. 4 -5 .

configured to execute instructions stored in memory 304 or

otherwise accessible to processor 302 . These instructions ,

In some embodiments , the merchant facing interface

when executed by processor 302 , may cause circuitry 300 to

and / or consumer facing interface may be a thin -client appli

perform one or more of the functionalities described herein .

cation running on a central system ( e. g ., server 110 of 55 Whether configured by hardware , firmware /software
promotion and marketing system 102 ). Here , the server 110 methods, or by a combination thereof, processor 302 may

may be configured to generate both the merchant facing

comprise an entity capable of performing operations accord

interface and the consumer facing interface, provide the

ing to embodiments of the present invention while config

merchant facing interface to the merchant device, and pro -

ured accordingly . Thus, for example , when processor 302 is

vide the consumer facing interface to the consumer facing 60 embodied as an ASIC , FPGA or the like, processor 302 may

device . Server 110 may be further configured to receive
merchant inputs provided via the merchant facing interface
and receive consumer inputs provided via the consumer
facing interface . Relevant data may be determined based on
themerchant and consumer input and may be provided to the 65

comprise specifically configured hardware for conducting
one or more operations described herein . As another
example , when processor 302 may be embodied as an
executor of instructions, such as may be stored in memory
304 , the instructions may specifically configure processor

merchant facing interface and / or consumer facing interface .

302 to perform one or more algorithms, methods or opera

Server 110 may be further configured to facilitate financial

tions described herein . For example, processor 302 may be
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configured to execute operating system applications, firm

ware applications ,media playback applications,media edit ing applications, among other things.
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click wheel, mouse, joystick , an image capturing device ,

microphone , speaker , biometric scanner, camera , card
reader, barcode scanner, RFID reader, and / or other input/
output mechanisms. In embodiments where circuitry 300

Memory 304 may comprise , for example , volatile
memory, non -volatile memory, or some combination 5 may be implemented as a server or database , aspects of
thereof. Although illustrated in FIG . 3 as a single memory,

memory 204 may comprise a plurality ofmemory compo
nents . The plurality of memory components may be embod

input /output module 308 may be reduced as compared to

embodiments where circuitry 300 may be implemented as an

end -user machine or other type of device designed for
user interactions. In some embodiments (like other
a plurality of computing components . In various embodi- 10 complex
components discussed herein ), input/output module 308
ments, memory 304 may comprise , for example , a hard disk , may
even be eliminated from circuitry 300 . Alternatively ,
random access memory , cache memory , flash memory, a
such as in embodiments wherein circuitry 300 is embodied
compact disc read only memory (CD -ROM ), solid state
as a server or database , at least some aspects of input/ output
memory, digital versatile disc read only memory (DVD module
308 may be embodied on an apparatus used by a
ROM ), an optical disc, circuitry configured to store infor - 15
user
that
is in communication with circuitry 300 . Input/
mation , integrated circuitry , chemical/biological memory ,
paper, or some combination thereof. Memory 304 may be outputmodule 308 may be in communication with memory
configured to store information , data, applications , instruc
304 , communications module 306 , and /or any other com
tions, or the like for enabling circuitry 300 to carry out ponent( s ), such as via a bus. Although more than one
various functions in accordance with example embodiments 20 input/output module and/or other component can be
ied on a single computing component or distributed across

discussed herein . For example , in at least some embodiments, memory 304 may be configured to buffer input data
for processing by processor 302. Additionally or alterna tively, in at least some embodiments , memory 304 may be
configured to store program instructions for execution by 25

processor 302 and/or data for processing by processor 302.
Memory 304 may store information in the form of static
and / or dynamic information . This stored information may be
stored and /or used by circuitry 300 during the course of
performing its functionalities .

Communications module 306 may be embodied as any

included in circuitry 300 , only one is shown in FIG . 3 to
avoid overcomplicating the disclosure ( e . g., like the other
components discussed herein ).
In some embodiments, point- of-sale module 310 may also
or instead be included and configured to perform the func

tionality discussed herein related providing point-of- sale
functionality via linked consumer facing and merchant fac
ing interfaces. In some embodiments , some or all of the
functionality of point-of-sale module 310 may be performed

by processor 302 . In this regard , the example processes and

algorithms discussed herein can be performed by at least one
processor 302 and /or promotion module 310 . For example,
non -transitory computer readable storage media can be
program instructions stored on a computer readable medium
36
configured to store firmware, one or more application pro
(e.g., memory 304 ) and executed by a processing device 35 conti
grams
, and /or other software, which include instructions and
(e .g., processor 302), or a combination thereof that is
configured to receive and/ or transmit data from /to another other computer -readable program code portions that can be
device, such as, for example, a second circuitry 300 and /or executed to control processors of the components of point
the like. In some embodiments , communications module
of- sale system 200 to implement various operations , includ
306 (like other components discussed herein ) can be at least 40 ing the examples shown above . As such , a series of com
component or means embodied in circuitry , hardware , a

computer program product comprising computer readable

partially embodied as or otherwise controlled by processor
302. In this regard , communications module 306 may be in

puter- readable program code portions may be embodied in
one or more computer program products and can be used ,

communication with processor 302 , such as via a bus .

with a device , server, database , and /or other programmable

Communications module 306 may include, for example , an

apparatus, to produce the machine - implemented processes

antenna , a transmitter, a receiver, a transceiver , network 45 discussed herein .

interface card and /or supporting hardware and /or firmware

Any such computer program instructions and/ or other

software for enabling communications. Communications

type of code may be loaded onto a computer , processor or

module 306 may be configured to receive and /or transmit
any data that may be stored by memory 304 using any

other programmable apparatus ' s circuitry to produce a

machine, such that the computer, processor other program

protocol that may be used for communications. Communi- 50 mable circuitry that executes the code may be the means for

cations module 306 may additionally or alternatively be in

implementing various functions, including those described

communication with the memory 304 , input/output module

herein . In some embodiments , one or more external systems

308 and/ or any other component of circuitry 300, such as via
a bus. Communications module 306 may be configured to

( such as a remote cloud computing and / or data storage
system ) may also be leveraged to provide at least some of

use one or more communications protocols such as, for 55 the functionality discussed herein .
example, Wi-Fi ( e. g., a 802. 11 protocol, etc .), Bluetooth ,
As described above and as will be appreciated based on
radio frequency systems (e.g ., 900 MHz, 1 .4 GHz, and 5 .6 this disclosure, various embodiments may be implemented

GHz communication systems), infrared , GSM , GSM plus as methods, mediums, devices , servers , databases, systems,
EDGE, CDMA, quadband , and other cellular protocols ,
and the like. Accordingly , embodiments may comprise vari
VOIP, or any other suitable protocol.
60 ous means including entirely of hardware or any combina

Input/output module 308 may be in communication with

tion of software and hardware . Furthermore , embodiments

for example , for a display , touch screen , keyboard , button ,

ing non -transitory hard disks, CD /DVD -ROMs, flash

processor 302 to receive an indication of an input and/ or to
may take the form of a computer program product on at least
provide an audible, visual, mechanical, or other output. In
one non -transitory computer -readable storage medium hav
that sense , input/output module 308 may include means for ing computer -readable program instructions (e . g ., computer
performing analog- to - digital and /or digital-to -analog data 65 software ) embodied in the storage medium . Any suitable
conversions . Input/ output module 308 may include support,
computer- readable storage medium may be utilized includ
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memory, optical storage devices, quantum storage devices,
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cation connection . In some embodiments , merchant device
114 and consumer facing device 116 may be configured to

chemical storage devices, biological storage devices, mag
form a secure communication connection . For example ,
netic storage devices , etc .
Embodiments have been described above with reference
some or all of the data communicated between merchant
to block diagramsof components, such as functional mod - 5 device 114 and consumer facing device 116 (e .g., payment
ules, system components and circuitry . Below is a discussion

data , private consumer data , etc .) may be encrypted with a

of an example process flowcharts describing functionality

shared token , code, public key, etc . In some embodiments ,

that may be implemented by one or more components

merchant device 114 and consumer facing device 116 may

various means including computer program instructions .

some embodiments, merchant device 114 and consumer

program product includes the instructions which execute on

etc . ).

in a computer-readable storage device (e .g., memory 304)
that can direct a computer or other programmable data

facing device 116 . For example , the communication con
nections may be established via network 104.

discussed above . Each block of the block diagrams and be configured to alternatively or additionally establish a
process flowcharts , and combinations of blocks diagrams 10 communication connection via network 104 ( e .g ., WiFi,
and process flowcharts, respectively , can be implemented by mobile broadband , the Internet, via system 102 , etc . ). In
These computer program instructions may be loaded onto a
facing device 116 may be configured to alternatively or
general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or additionally establish a communication connection via
other programmable data processing apparatus, such as 15 wired connection (e . g ., universal serial bus (USB ), pin
processor 302 , to produce a machine , such that the computer
connectors , Ethernet, analog connectors (e . g ., audio jack ),

the computer or other programmable data processing appa ratus to create a means for implementing the functions

In some embodiments , such as where the processing steps
ofmethod 400 ( and/ or method 500 ) are performed by server
20 110 , server 110 may be configured to establish communi
specified in the flowchart block or block diagrams.
These computer program instructions may also be stored
cation connections with merchant device 114 and consumer

processing apparatus to function in a particular manner, such

At 406 , merchant device 114 may be configured to

that the instructions stored in the computer- readable storage 25 generate a merchant facing interface and a consumer facing

device produce an article of manufacture including com -

puter-readable instructions for implementing the function

interface . For example , the merchant facing device may

include processing circuitry configured to execute computer

discussed herein . The computer program instructions may
readable program instructions from a non -transitory com
also be loaded onto a computer or other programmable data puter readable medium ( e. g ., a memory ) that configures the
processing apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to 30 processing circuitry to generate the merchant facing inter
be performed on the computer or other programmable
face and the consumer facing interface . In some embodi

apparatus to produce a computer- implemented process such
that the instructions that execute on the computer or other
programmable apparatus provide steps for implementing the

ments , the consumer facing interface may be generated by
separate processing circuitry from themerchant facing inter
face , such as by consumer facing device 116 . In some

35 embodiments , such as where the processing steps ofmethod
functions discussed herein .
Accordingly , blocks of the block diagrams and flowchart 400 (and /or method 500 ) are performed by server 110 , server
illustrations support combinations ofmeans for performing 110 may be configured to establish a communication con
the specified functions , combinations of steps for perform - nection with merchant device 114 and consumer facing
ing the specified functions and program instruction means device 116 . In some embodiments, server 110 may be

for performing the specified functions. It will also be under - 40 configured to generate a merchant facing interface and a

stood that each block of the block diagrams and process
flowcharts , and combinations of blocks in the block dia
grams and process flowcharts , can be implemented by
special purpose hardware -based computer systemsthat per-

consumer facing interface .
At 408 , merchant device 114 may be configured to
provide the merchant facing interface to a merchant display
device. For example and with reference to FIG . 2 , merchant
form the specified functions or steps, or combinations of 45 device 202 may include communications circuitry ( e. g ., a
bus) configured to transfer display data associated with
special purpose hardware and computer instructions .
merchant facing interface 206 to merchant display device
216 . In some embodiments , server 110 may be configured to
Linked Merchant and Consumer Interface

provide the merchant facing interface to the merchant

FIG . 4 shows an example of a method 400 for providing 50 device , such as via network 104 .

a linked consumer facing interface and merchant facing
interface , in accordance with some embodiments . Method

At 410 , merchant device 114 may be configured to
provide the consumer facing interface to a consumer facing

400 may be performed by point-of- sale system 108 ( e . g .,

display device . For example and with reference to FIG . 2 ,

merchant device 114 110 ), as shown in FIG . 1 . Method 400 merchant device 202 may include communications circuitry
is described as being performed by merchant device 114 55 configured to transfer display data associated with consumer

and /or consumer facing device 116 , however, other suitable

structures (e .g., server 110 , a networked device , circuitry,

facing interface 208 to consumer facing display device 218 .
Here , where consumer facing display device 218 is included

in consumer facing device 204 and/or other second merchant
etc . ) may also be used in various embodiments .
Method 400 may begin at 402 and proceed to 404 , where
device , merchant device 114 may be configured to send the
merchant device 114 and consumer facing device 116 may 60 display data via wireless PAN 220 . In some embodiments ,
be configured to establish a communication connection . In
such as where wireless PAN 220 is not used and /or other
some embodiments , the communication connection may be

wise unavailable , merchant device 114 may be configured to

established via a direct wireless connection , such as wireless

communicate with consumer facing device 204 via network

PAN 220 shown in FIG . 2 . For example , where a Bluetooth

104 .

communication protocol is used , merchant device 114 and 65 In someembodiments, such as where the consumer facing
consumer facing device 116 may be configured to pair interface 208 generated by processing circuitry of consumer

and/ or otherwise communicably bond to form a communi

facing device 204 , consumer facing interface 208 may
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include communications circuitry ( e . g ., a bus ) configured to
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ured to receive merchant inputs provided by the merchant

transfer display data associated with consumer facing inter -

via merchant facing interface 602 . For example , the mer

chant may be allowed to select an item from item menu 606
face 208 to consumer facing display device 218 .
In some embodiments, such as where server 110 is (e. g ., via a touchscreen and /or other merchant input device )
configured to generate the consumer facing interface , server 5 to add to a point-of- sale order.
110 may be further configured to provide the consumer
In some embodiments, server 110 may be configured to
facing interface to the consumer facing device , such as via

receive the merchant inputs provided via the merchant

facing interface . For example, server 110 may communicate
network 104 .
At 412 , merchant device 114 may be configured to
with the merchant device via network 104 to receive the
facilitate a financial transaction via the merchant facing 10 merchant inputs provided via the merchant facing interface .
interface and the consumer facing interface . For example ,
At 608 , merchant device 114 may be configured to

the merchant facing interface and consumer facing interface

determine point-of-sale data based on at least one merchant

merchant shop . At a retail store , merchant device 114 and

selected item , the merchant device may be configured to

may be used in the course of commercial activity at a

input. For example , where the merchant input indicates a

consumer facing device 116 may be located at a checkout 15 generate ( e . g ., based on the merchant input) point - sale -data

line . At a dine- in restaurant, merchant device 114 and
consumer facing device 116 may be located at a reservation

that may indicate the item , an association between the item
and the point- of- sale order, modifications to an item , etc.

desk , order counter, or the like . In some embodiments ,

Other example merchant inputs that may be provided via

merchant device 114 may be carried by a merchant to

merchant facing interface 602 may include point- of- sale

locations within a merchant shop ( e . g ., tables ) where con - 20 data associated with removing an item from the point-of- sale

sumer facing devices 116 are disposed . In some embodi-

order, setting a quantity count for the item , modifying an

ments , the merchant facing interface and a consumer facing
interface may each include various linked interactive dis

item , adding and / or removing extras and /or related items,
creating a new point -of-sale order , accessing a pending

plays configured to facilitate a point-of -sale transaction ,

point-of- sale order ( e. g ., the merchant device may be con

among other things . Additional details regarding financial 25 figured to facilitate consumer activity with multiple con

transactions and / or other forms of consumer service that
may be enhanced via linked merchant and consumer facing

sumers in parallel), closing a point-of- sale order, among
other things . In some embodiments, server 110 may be

interfaces are discussed in method 500 and FIG . 5 and the

configured to receive the merchant inputs provided via the

example linked consumer merchant interfaces shown in merchant facing interface . For example , server 110 may be
FIGS. 6 -12 . In some embodiments, server 110 may be 30 configured to determine the point-of- sale data based on the
configured to facilitate the financial transaction . For
at least one merchant input.
example, server 110 may be configured to receive merchant
At 610 , merchant device 114 (and /or server 110 ) may be
inputs provided via the merchant facing interface and con -

configured to provide an indication of the point-of- sale data

sumer inputs provided via the consumer facing interface .

to the consumer facing interface of the consumer facing

financial transaction based on one or more consumer inputs
and / or merchant inputs . Method 400 may then proceed to

sale data via the consumer facing interface , such as to ensure
that the merchant has entered the point - of- sale data in
accordance with the consumer ' s desires . For example , in

Server 110 may be further configured to facilitate the 35 display device. Here , the consumer may view the point-of

414 and end .

FIG . 5 shows an example of a method 500 for facilitating

response to the merchant selecting signature facial selection

a financial transaction , in accordance with some embodi- 40 618 from item menu 606 ( e . g ., via a touchscreen and / or

ments. Method 500 may be performed by point-of-sale
system 108 ( e. g ., merchant device 114 110 ), as shown in
FIG . 1 . Method 500 is described as being performed by
merchant device 114 and /or consumer facing device 116 ,

other merchant input device ) of merchant facing interface
602 ( e. g ., as shown in FIG . 6 ), signature facial item indi
cation 622 may be added to the point- of- sale order as
indicated in consumer point -of-sale order status indication

however , other suitable structures ( e . g ., server 110 , a net - 45 610 ( e . g ., as shown in FIG . 7 ) of consumer facing interface

worked device , circuitry , etc .) may also be used in various
embodiments . In some embodiments, method 500 may be

610. In some embodiments, signature facial item indication
622 may additionally or alternatively be indicated in mer

chant point-of-sale order status indication 608 (e . g ., as
performed with method 400 , such as at 412.
Method 500 may begin at 502 and proceed to 504 , where
shown in FIG . 7 ) ofmerchant facing interface 602.
merchant device 114 may be configured to receive merchant 50 In some embodiments, the point -of- sale data may include

inputs provided via the merchant facing interface . FIGS.
6 -14 show example linked merchant consumer interfaces

a total transaction price . For example , as items are added to ,
modified , discounted , and /or removed from the point- of -sale

600 , in accordance with some embodiments . With reference

order, merchant device 114 may be configured to determine

to FIG . 6 , linked merchant consumer interface 600 may

the totaltransaction price and/ or provide the total transaction

include merchant facing interface 602 and consumer facing 55 price to the consumer facing interface and / or merchant

interface 604 . Merchant facing interface 602 may be an
example interactive display that may be provided to a
merchant facing display , such as merchant facing display
206 ofmerchant device 202 . Consumer facing interface 604
may be an example interactive display that may be provided 60

facing interface ( e .g ., as shown in FIG . 7 for total transaction
price 624 in merchant facing interface 602 and consumer
facing interface 610 ).
In some embodiment, the point -of-sale data may include
modifications to an item and/ or related ( e .g ., side ) items to

to a consumer facing display, such as consumer facing

the item . With reference to FIG . 7 , for example , the mer

display device 218 of consumer facing device 204 .
In some embodiments, merchant facing interface 602 may
include item menu 606 and merchant point- of- sale order
status indication 608 . Consumer facing interface 604 may 65

modifying the selected hot stone massage item , such as by
selecting host stone massage indicator 624 in merchant
point-of- sale order status indication 608 . In response to the

In some embodiments, themerchant device may be config -

item modification display 626 . Via item modification display

include consumer point-of- sale order status indication 610 .

chant may be configured to provide merchant inputs for

selection , the merchant device may be configured to provide
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626 , the merchant may be configured to set a quantity count

recognition (OCR ) or other machine reading techniques may

for the item at 628 , add and / or remove one or more related
items 630 ( e . g ., shown here as massage related items that

be used to determine the promotion redemption data from an
instrument.

can be used in connection with the hot stone massage item ),

In some embodiments, in response to receiving the pro

add a discount to the item at 632 ( or otherwise set or select 5 motion redemption data , merchant device 114 may be con

an item price ), and /or remove the item from the point -of-sale
order at 634 . In some embodiments, an indication of the

figured to determine one or more promotions associated with
the promotion redemption data and associated promotion

point-of-sale data including modifications and /or related

data of the one or more promotions . For example , merchant

items may be provided to the consumer facing display

device 114 may be configured to send the promotion
10 redemption data to server 110 and receive the associated

and / or merchant facing display.

Returning to the method of FIG . 5 , at 510 , merchant
device 114 (and /or server 110 ) may be configured to receive
promotion redemption data indicating one or more promotions. For example, the promotion redemption data may be

promotion data . The associated promotion data may indi
cate , for example , the underlying item of the promotion
and /or a discount value (e.g ., from a regular, non -promo

tional price ) associated with the purchase of the underlying

generated by the consumer via consumer facing interface 15 item via the promotion .

208 and using a promotion instrument reader (e.g ., a camera
210 , barcode scanner, etc .).

In some embodiments , point -of- sale system 108 ( and /or

In some embodiments, the promotion data may be pro

vided to the consumer facing interface for consumer con
firmation and / or acceptance of redemption . With reference

promotion and marketing system 102) may be configured to to FIG . 9 , for example , in response to the consumer provid
provide for the purchase (or other acceptance ) and redemp - 20 ing the promotion redemption data ( e . g ., via scan display
tion of promotions. For example , server 110 of system 102 802 ), promotion redemption confirmation display 902 may

may be configured to provide impressions of promotions

be provided to the consumer facing interface . Promotion

associated with merchants to consumer devices 106 via
network 104. In response to a consumer purchasinga

redemption confirmation display 902 may include an indi
cation of promotion data 904, showing the name and/or

an instrument that may be used ( e . g., redeemed with point -

mation display 902 may further include apply button 906 ,

promotion , server 110 may be further configured to provide 25 description of the promotion . Promotion redemption confir

of-sale system 108 of the merchant) toward at least a portion
of the purchase of particular goods , services and /or experi-

which may be selected by the consumer to add the promo
tion redemption (e. g., the discounted item ) to the point- of

ences defined by the promotion to the consumer device .
sale order.
In some embodiments, the instrument may be electronic 30 With reference to FIG . 10 , in response to the consumer
and displayed on the consumer device at redemption . Here , selecting apply button 906 , the promotion may be added to
the instrument may include promotion redemption data
the point- of -sale order. For example , promotion indication
embodied in a barcode , token , identifier and / or other data

1002 (here , half off for a luxury pedicure ) may be provided

configured to identify the promotion . Alternatively or addi-

to consumer point-of-sale order status indication 610 of

tionally , the instrument may be printed in the form of a 35 consumer facing interface 604 and / or merchant point -of-sale

coupon or other non - electronic voucher. In some embodiments, the consumer facing interface and / or consumer fac -

order status indication 608 of merchant facing interface 602 .
In some embodiments, promotion indication 1002 may be

ing device may be configured to provide for receiving

treated similar to other items. For example , modifications

promotion redemption data .

and/ or related items may be added . In some embodiments,

With reference to FIG . 6 , for example , a consumer may 40 the promotion may also be removed from the point-of- sale

provide the promotion redemption data upon selecting scan
button 616 in consumer facing interface 604 . In response to

order , such as in a manner similar to the description herein
regarding removal of an (e . g ., non -promotional) item from

the consumer selecting scan button 616 , consumer facing

the point-of-sale order.

device 204 may be configured to activate the promotion

In some embodiments , the consumer facing interface may

display 802 as shown in FIG . 8 may be provided to con sumer facing interface 604. Here, the consumer may place

promotions to consumers for purchase and/ or acceptance .
With reference to FIG . 6 , for example , consumer facing

instrument reader ( e . g ., camera 210 ). Furthermore , scan 45 be configured to provide impressions indicating one or more
the instrument ( e . g ., as shown in the display of consumer

interface 604 may include impression 612 indicating one or

device 106 or a non -electronic coupon ) to the input ( e . g .,

more promotions such as promotion 614 . In some embodi

camera lens or field of view of the promotion instrument 50 ments , the merchant device and / or consumer facing device

reader. In some embodiments, scan display 802 may include

may be configured to communicate with server 110 to

barcode scan line 804 . Here , the consumer facing device

receive promotion data for providing impression 612 .

may be configured to programmatically determine that the
barcode has been placed on barcode scan line 804 , receive

In some embodiments , the one or more promotions of
impression 612 may be selected for display on consumer

inputs from the promotion instrument reader, and determine 55 facing interface 604 based on one or more relevance factors .

the promotion redemption data based on the barcode.

In some embodiments , the consumer facing device may
be further configured to provide the promotion redemption
data to the merchant device ( e .g ., via wireless PAN 220

For example , the one or more promotions of impression 612

may be selected for display on consumer facing interface
604 based on the location of the merchant device such that
the one or more promotions are deals that are local ( e. g .,

and / or network 104 ). In some embodiments , such as where 60 within 1 , 5 , 10 , 20 miles , etc .) to a consumer at the merchant
the promotion redemption data is associated with an iden shop . In some embodiments , the one or more promotions of

tifier or other non -barcode data , the promotion redemption

data may be provided to the merchant device via a touch screen . Here , for example , the promotion redemption data

impression 612 may be additionally or alternatively selected

for display on consumer facing interface 604 based on the

merchant or promotion category . For example , only promo

may be entered by the merchant via the merchant facing 65 tions associated with the merchant of the POS system may
interface and /or by the consumer via the consumer facing be provided to consumer facing interface 604 . In another
interface. Alternatively or additionally , optical character example , only promotions associated with other merchants
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that are not competitors of the merchant of the POS system
may be provided to consumer facing interface 604 .
In some embodiments, the one or more promotions of
impression 612 may be additionally or alternatively selected

merchant facing interface 602 , such as shown in total
transaction cost indication 1204 for consumer facing inter
face 604 in FIG . 12 .
At516 , merchant device 114 ( and/or server 110 ) may be

for display on consumer facing interface 604 based on 5 configured to receive payment data of the consumer. For

consumer data indicating consumer preferences , purchase
histories , ratings , etc . For example, the consumer information may be associated with a consumer account provided by
server 110 . In some embodiments, merchant device 114 may

example , the consumer facing interface and /or consumer
facing device may be configured to receive the payment
data , such as from a card reader (e . g ., card reader 212 of
consumer facing device 204 shown in FIG . 2 ) configured to

be configured to programmatically identify a consumer 10 generate the payment data . Here , the payment data may

and/ or consumer account based on receiving wallet identi

include credit card data ( e.g., credit card number, expiration

fying data from a consumer device. For example , merchant

date, card verification value (CVV ) etc .), debit card data ,

device 114 may be configured to receive the wallet identi-

among other things that may be used to facilitate a financial

fying data from the consumer device and may send the

transaction for the point-of-sale order. In some embodi

wallet identifying data to server 110 . As discussed in U .S . 15 ments , the payment data may be provided by the consumer
patent application Ser. No. 13 /801,610 , titled " Consumer
using consumer facing device 204 and send to merchant
Presence Based Deal Offers," the wallet identifying data
device 202 , such as via wireless PAN 220 and/ or network
may be broadcast by the consumer device using one or more

104 . In some embodiments , the payment data may be stored

background processes that may run while the consumer

in association with a consumer account, such as in database

consumermay walk into a store while carrying the consumer

payment data . In another example , the payment data may be

device is locked , in a low - power mode , and/or executing 20 112 of system 102 . Here, merchant device 114 may be
other applications in the foreground . For example, the configured to communicate with server 110 to receive the
device with an application running that causes the consumer
stored at system 102. Here , merchant device 114 may be
device to send wallet identifying data . In response , merchant configured to provide suitable point- of-sale data to system
device 114 may be further configured to receive consumer 25 102 to facilitate the financial transaction based on the stored
data and /or the promotion data determined based on the

payment data . Additional discussion regarding consumer

consumer data from server 110 . Additional discussion
account payments , applicable to some embodiments , can be
regarding consumer device based consumer presence detec found in U . S . patent application Ser. No. 13 /801,610 , incor
tion and identification , applicable to some embodiments , can porated by reference above.
be found in U .S . patent application Ser. No . 13 /801,610 , 30 In some embodiments , the payment data may include
titled “ Consumer Presence Based Deal Offers ," filed Mar. consumer signature data and/ or other payment confirmation

13, 2013 , which is incorporated by reference in its entirety

data . With reference to FIG . 12 , for example , consumer
facing interface 604 may include payment confirmation

herein .

At 512 ,merchant device 114 (and/or server 110 ) may be

display 1202 configured to receive the payment data in the

configured to receive tip data . For example , the tip data may 35 form of consumer signature data . Here , the consumer may

be provided by consumer input via consumer facing inter -

provide consumer inputs indicating the consumer signature

face 604 and may be sent to merchant device 114 from

data , such as via a touchscreen , touchpad , etc . Payment

consumer facing device 116 via wireless PAN 220 and /or

confirmation display 1202 may further include total trans

network 104 . The tip data may indicate a tip amount to be

action cost indication 1204 . The consumer may indicate that
complete and /or accurate by selecting signature complete

added to a preliminary total transaction cost ( e . g . not includ - 40 the total transaction cost and / or consumer signature data is

ing the tip amount) of the point-of-sale order.
In some embodiments, the consumer facing interface may button 1206 . In response , the consumer signature data and /or
include or otherwise provide for interfaces configured to
other payment data may be sent from the consumer facing
receive consumer input of the tip amount. With reference to
device to merchant device 114 .
FIG . 11 , for example , consumer facing interface 604 may be 45 At 518 , merchant device 114 ( and /or server 110 ) may be
configured to provide tip display 1102 . Via tip display 1102,
configured to facilitate a financial transaction based on the
the consumer may be allowed to select ( e. g ., via a touch - total transaction cost and the payment data . For example ,
screen or other consumer input device ) a predetermined tip merchant device 114 may be configured to send the total
amount (e . g ., as a real currency value and /or as a percentage
transaction cost and the payment data to system 102 and /or
of some or all of the preliminary total transaction cost ) 50 other payment server. Merchant device 114 may be further

configured to receive payment confirmation data from sys

and /or a custom tip amount.

At 514 , merchant device 114 (and /or server 110 ) may be

tem 102 and /or other payment server indicating that the

transaction cost may be determined based on one or more of

financial transaction was unsuccessful ( e. g ., as may be

configured to determine a total transaction cost. The total

financial transaction was successfully completed or that the

the point -of-sale data ( e . g . indicating items added to the 55 caused invalid payment data ).

point- of -sale order and/ or associated prices ), the promotion

redemption data (e. g., indicating a discount value to be
deducted from a preliminary total transaction cost that does
not include the discount value ), the tip data ( e. g., indicating
a tip amount to be added to a preliminary total transaction
cost that does not include the tip amount), and/ or a tax
amount.

In some embodiments, such as where consumer devices

60

are used to provide payment, the payment data may be
indicated and/ or otherwise secured using an electronic sig
nature and /or other encrypted data generated using a wallet
identifying token provided by system 102 and /or other
payment server. For example , merchant device 114 may be
configured to provide the point- of -sale data to consumer

In someembodiments , the total transaction cost and/ or the device 106 indicating the total transaction price or some
various portions thereof may be provided to the consumer portion thereof. The consumer device may be configured to
facing interface and /or merchant facing interface. For 65 generate secured payment data ( e . g ., such by signing the
example , the total transaction cost including the tip amount point -of-sale data or other payment data with a wallet

may be provided to consumer facing interface 604 and /or

identifying token securely shared with system 102 and /or
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other payment server) for the total transaction cost and to

data . For example , the email may be provided by the

provide the secured payment approval data to merchant

consumer via consumer facing interface 604 . In another

device 114. Merchant device 114 may then be configured to
send the secured payment data and point- of -sale data (e .g .,

example , merchant device 114 may be configured to com
municate with system 102 to send the receipt data via an

including the total transaction cost) to server 110 ( e . g ., of 5 email account and / or some other communication channel
system 102 ) and/or other payment server to facilitate the
associated with the consumer and /or consumer account. In

financial transaction . Server 110 may be configured to
generate secured payment data by signing the point -of-sale
data with a stored copy of the wallet identifying token and

response to the consumer selecting print receipt button 1306 ,
merchant device 114 and/ or consumer facing device 116
may be configured to send the receipt data to a receipt printer

comparing the generated secured payment data against the 10 or the like. As such , in some embodiments , the point-of- sale

one received from the merchant device . Upon successful
authentication of the received data , server 110 may be
configured to send the point- of- sale data with payment data

system may further include a receipt printer which may
communicably connected with merchant device 114 and /or
consumer facing device 116 ( e . g ., via a wireless PAN , a

of the consumer (e .g ., associated via the consumer account)

wired connection , and /or network 104 ).

to a financial server, such as a server associated with the 15 In some embodiments , the payment confirmation may
Automated Clearing House (ACH ) for United States trans additionally or alternatively include a payment status con

actions. Additional discussion regarding secured consumer

firmation . The payment status confirmation may indicate

device payments , applicable to some embodiments , may be
found in U . S . patent application Ser. No. 13 / 764 ,753 , titled

that the financial transaction was processed successfully or
unsuccessfully . With reference to FIG . 14 , for example ,

2013, and U . S . patent application Ser. No. 13 /801, 520 , titled
“ Peer - to -peer Payment Processing," filed Mar. 13 , 2013 ,

payment status confirmation 1402 configured to indicate that
the financial transaction was successful to the consumer.

“ Consumer Device Token Management,” filed Feb . 11 , 20 consumer facing interface 604 may be configured to provide

which are each incorporated by reference in their entirety Additionally or alternatively,merchant facing interface 602
herein , and U .S . patent application Ser. No . 13 /801,610 , may include payment status confirmation 1404 configured to
incorporated by reference above. In some embodiments , the 25 indicate that the financial transaction was successful to the
wallet identifying token may be based at least partially a merchant. Method 500 may then proceed to 522 and end .
media access control (MAC ) address of the consumer
device .

CONCLUSION

In some embodiments , the consumer device ( e . g ., where

consumer devices are used to provide payment ) and/ or 30 Many modifications and other embodiments will come to
consumer facing device may be configured to send the mind to one skilled in the art to which these embodiments

payment data to system 102 and /or other payment server,
such as without the merchant device acting as an intermediary . In some embodiments , some or all of the functional

pertain having the benefit of the teachings presented in the
foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings . There
fore, it is to be understood that embodiments and imple

ities of the merchant facing interface may be provided to the 35 mentations are not to be limited to the specific example

consumer facing interface. For example , the consumer fac -

embodiments disclosed and that modifications and other

generating point -of- sale data by consumer inputs . Addition
ally or alternatively, some or all of the functionalities of the

the appended claims. Although specific terms are employed
herein , they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only

ing interface may include a display of menu items for

embodiments are intended to be included within the scope of

consumer facing interface may be provided to the merchant 40 and not for purposes of limitation .
facing interface .
At520, merchant device 114 (and /or server 110 ) may be
That which is claimed :
configured to provide a payment confirmation . In some
1 . A point-of-sale system for securely facilitating a trans
embodiments, the payment confirmation may include a action comprising:

receipt or other summary of the point-of- sale order. For 45

example , the receipt may include receipt data indicating
items associated with the point- of- sale order, item prices , tip
amounts, promotion discounts, tax amounts , a total transac
tion cost, a transaction date , the payment account/method
used , etc . In some embodiments, the receipt may be pro - 50

a consumer device comprising a consumer device pro

cessor and a consumer device executable code stored in
a non - volatile consumer device memory , such that

when the consumer device executable code is executed
the consumer device processor is configured to :
establish a first wireless connection with a merchant

vided to the consumer device ( e . g ., via email) and /or as a
printed receipt.

device , wherein the first wireless connection is a

With reference to FIG . 13, for example, consumer facing

transmit, wallet identifying data associated with a user

interface 604 may include receipt selection display 1302 .
Here , the consumer may be allowed to provide receipt 55
selection data indicating whether and / or how a receipt is to

be provided to the consumer. The consumer may specify that
a receipt is not needed via selection of no receipt button
1304 , that an email receipt is desired via selection of email

receipt button 1306 , and / or that a printed receipt is desired 60

via print receipt button 1308 . Merchant device 114 and /or
consumer facing device 116 may be configured to facilitate

at least one of printing and emailing of a receipt for the
financial transaction based on the consumer input. In

response to the consumer selecting email receipt button 65

1304, merchant device 114 and / or consumer facing device

116 may be configured to send an email including the receipt

wide area network ;

of the consumer device to the merchant device , via
the first wireless connection , wherein the wallet

identifying data provides a reference to consumer
information available from a remote server for trans

mission to the merchant device in exchange for the
wallet identifying data ;
a consumer facing device , wherein the consumer facing

device is separate from the consumer device and the
merchant device , the consumer facing device compris
ing :
a consumer facing display ;
a consumer facing device processor and consumer
facing device executable code stored in a non - vola

tile consumer facing device memory , such that when

23
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the consumer facing device executable code is
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the point-of-sale data
executed the consumer facing device processor is
indicates at least one of an item , a promotion , a menu item ,
an item price , a modification , and a total transaction price
configured to :
provide a consumer facing interface to the consumer associated with a point-of-sale order.
facing display , wherein the consumer facing inter- 5 4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein :
the consumer facing device includes a promotion instru
face displays information specific to the user of
ment reader configured to receive the first consumer
the consumer device ;

input ; and
receive a first consumer input from an interaction
when
themerchant device executable code is executed by
between the consumer facing device and the con
the merchant device processor, the merchant device
sumer device ;
processor is further configured to :
generate promotion redemption data from the first
determine
a total transaction cost based at least in part
consumer input;
on the first promotion data ; and
establish a local connection with the merchant
provide an indication of the total transaction cost to the
device, wherein the local connection is a personal 15
consumer facing interface of the consumer facing
area network ;
device , via the local connection .
send the promotion redemption data , via the local
5 . The system of claim 1, when the merchant device
connection , to the merchant device , and
executable code is executed by the merchant device proces
the merchant device comprising :
sor, the merchant device processor is further configured to :
a merchant facing display ; and
20 receive tip data provided via , the local connection , from
a merchant device processor and merchant device
executable code stored in a non - volatile merchant
device memory , such that when the merchant device

executable code is executed the merchant device
processor is configured to :
provide a merchant facing interface to the merchant
facing display, wherein the merchant facing inter

the consumer facing device ;
determine a total transaction cost based at least in part on

25

reader configured to generate payment data of the

face displays information specific to a user of the

merchant device , wherein the user of themerchant

consumer ;

device is different than the user of the consumer 30
device ;

receive merchant inputs provided via the merchant

facing interface ;
determine point-of- sale data based on at least one
merchant input;

receive the wallet identifying data from the con

the tip data ; and
facilitate the financial transaction based on the total
transaction cost.
6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein :
the consumer facing device further comprises a card
when the consumer facing device executable code is
executed by the consumer facing device processor , the

consumer facing device processor is further configured

to :

3535

sumer device via the first wireless connection ;
provide a scan button to the consumer facing inter

face concurrently with providing a point-of-sale

receive the payment data ;
send the payment data to themerchant device , via the

local connection ; and
when the merchant device executable code is executed by
the merchant device processor, the merchant device

processor is further configured to :

order status indication identifying an indication of 40

the point-of-sale data ;

receive the payment data ;

facilitate the financial transaction based at least in part

on the payment data ; and
provide a status confirmation for the financial transac

receive, in response to a selection of the scan button ,
the promotion redemption data from the consumer
facing device via the local connection ;

establish a second wireless connection with the 45

remote server, wherein the second wireless con
nection is a wide area network ;

tion to the merchant facing interface and the con

sumer facing interface after facilitating the financial

tra
transaction .

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein when the merchant

transmit the wallet identifying data and the promo -

device executable code is executed by the merchant device

tion redemption data to the remote server via the processor , the merchant device processor is further config
50 ured to :
second wireless connection;

subsequent to transmitting thewallet identifying data

receive receipt selection data from the consumer facing

and the promotion redemption data to the remote

device; and

server, receive , from the remote server, via the
second wireless connection , the consumer infor
mation associated with the wallet identifying data , 55

and first promotion data associated with the pro

motion redemption data from the remote server;

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein when the merchant
device executable code is executed by the merchant device
processor, the merchant device processor is further config

establishing, by one or more processors of the consumer
60

ured to generate the merchant facing interface and the
consumer facing interface , and transmit, via the local con - 65

nection , the consumer facing interface to the consumer

facing device .

receipt for the financial transaction based on the receipt
selection data .
8 . A machine- implemented method for securely authen
ticating a consumer device in connection with a transaction
comprising:

and
facilitate the financial transaction based on the first
promotion data and the consumer information .

facilitate at least one of a printing and emailing of a

device , a first wireless connection with a merchant

device, wherein the first wireless connection is a wide
area network and the merchant device is different from
the consumer device ;

transmitting, by the one or more processors of the con
sumer device , wallet identifying data associated with a
user of the consumer device to themerchantdevice , via
the first wireless connection , wherein the wallet iden
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tifying data provides a reference to consumer information available from a remote server for transmission to
the merchant device in exchange for the wallet identi

facilitating, by the one or more processors of themerchant

device , the financial transaction based on the first
promotion data and the consumer information.

fying data ;
9 . The method of claim 8 further comprising generating
providing, by one or more processors of a consumer 5 the merchant facing interface and the consumer facing
facing device, a consumer facing interface to a con - interface by the one or more processors of the merchant
sumer facing display of the consumer facing device , device .
wherein the consumer facing interface displays infor
10 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the point-of-sale data
mation specific to the user of the consumer device and indicates at least one of an item , a promotion , an item price ,
the consumer facing device is different from the con - a modification , and a total transaction price associated with
a point-of- sale order .
sumer device and the merchant device ;

receiving, by the one or more processors of the consumer

11 .
11

facing device , a first consumer input from an interac

The method of claim 8 further comprising:

determining, by the one or more processors of the mer

tion between the consumer facing device and the con - 15

sumer device;
generating, by the one or more processors of the consumer
facing device, promotion redemption data from the first

chant device , a total transaction cost based at least in

part on the promotion redemption data ; and

providing , by the one or more processors of themerchant
device , an indication of the total transaction cost to the

consumer input;

consumer facing interface .

establishing, by the one or more processors of the con - 2012 . The method of claim 8 further comprising :

sumer facing device , a local connection with the mer
chant device , wherein the local connection is a personal
area network ;
transmitting, by the one or more processors of the con
sumer facing device, the promotion redemption data 25

via the local connection to the merchant device ;

generating, by the one ormore processors of the consumer
facing device , tip data based on an interaction with the
user of the consumer device ;
receiving, by the one or more processors of the merchant
device , the tip data via the local connection , wherein

the tip data indicates a tip amount;

determining , by the one or more processors of the mer

providing, by one or more processors of the merchant

chant device , a total transaction cost based at least in

device , a merchant facing interface to a merchant

display of the merchant device , wherein the merchant
ser 3030
facing interface displays information specific to a user
of the merchant device , wherein the user of the mer
chant device is different from the user of the consumer

part on the tip data ; and

facilitating , by the one or more processors of themerchant
device , the financial transaction based on the total
transaction cost .

13 . The method of claim 8 further comprising:

device ;

receiving, by the one or more processors of the merchant ,

receiving , by the one or more processors of the consumer

device, merchant inputs provided via the merchant

device ;
transmitting, by the one or more processors of the con
sumer device , the payment data to the merchant device
via the local connection ;
facilitating, by the one or more processors of themerchant
device , the financial transaction based at least in part on

facing interface ;

determining , by the one or more processors of the mer

chant device , point-of-sale data based on at least one

merchant input;

40

receiving , by the one or more processors of the merchant

device , the wallet identifying data from the consumer
device via the first wireless connection ;

providing , by the one or more processors of the merchant

facing device , payment data of the user of the consumer

the payment data ; and
providing, by the one or more processors of the merchant

concurrently with providing a point- of -sale order status
indication identifying an indication of the point -of -sale

device, a status confirmation for the financial transac
tion to the merchant facing interface and the consumer
facing interface after facilitating the financial transac
tion .

data;
receiving, by the one or more processors of the merchant

14 . The method of claim 8 further comprising:
receiving, by the one or more processors of the merchant

device, a scan button to the consumer facing interface 45

device, in response to a selection of the scan button , the 50

promotion redemption data from the consumer facing
device via the local connection ;
establishing, by the one or more processors of the mer

chant device, a second wireless connection with the
remote server, wherein the second wireless connection 55

is a wide area network ;
transmitting, by the one or more processors of the mer

device , receipt selection data from the consumer facing

device and provided via the consumer facing interface ;
and
facilitating, by the one or more processors ofthemerchant
device, at least one of a printing and emailing of a

receipt for the financial transaction based on the receipt

selection data .

15 . The system of claim 1 , when the merchant device

chant device, the wallet identifying data to the remote
executable code is executed by themerchant device proces
sor , the merchant device processor is further configured to :
server via the second wireless connection ;
subsequent to transmitting the wallet identifying data and 60 provide an item menu to the merchant facing interface .

the promotion redemption data to the remote server,

16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein :

receiving , by the one or more processors of the mer

the consumer facing device comprises a promotion instru

chant device , from the remote server via the second

ment reader configured to generate the first consumer

wireless connection , the consumer information associ

ated with the wallet identifying data, and first promo- 65
tion data associated with the promotion redemption
data from the remote server ; and

input.

17. The system of claim 1, when the merchant device
executable code is executed by the merchant device proces
sor, the merchant device processor is further configured to :
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determine one or more targeted promotions based on the
consumer information ; and

provide an impression indicating the one ormore targeted

promotions to the consumer facing interface .

18 . The method of claim 8 further comprising,
providing, by the one or more processors of the merchant

device , an item menu to the merchant facing interface .
19 . The method of claim 8 further comprising:
determining , by the one or more processors of the mer
chant device , one ormore targeted promotions based on 10

the consumer information ; and
providing , by the one ormore processors of the merchant
device , an impression indicating the one or more tar
geted promotions to the consumer facing interface .

20 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the interaction 15
between the consumer facing device and the consumer

device comprises:

when the consumer facing device executable code is
executed by the consumer facing device processor, the

consumer facing device processor is further configured 20
to :

scan a barcode displayed on the display of the con
sumer device .
21 . The system of claim 1 , when the consumer facing
device executable code is executed by the consumer facing 25

device processor, the consumer facing device processor is
further configured to display, via the consumer facing dis

play, information based on its location inside a merchant's
store .
*

*

*

*

*
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